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Meet John. 

Native Texan. Avid golfer. Natural 

storyteller. President of Old Republic

Title Companies, Inc.

John is the fi rst person to tell you that 

Old Republic Title’s story is one of grit, 

determination and striving for perpetual 

success in the title insurance industry. 

It’s a tale of protecting customers’ 

property rights with solid underwriting 

and support for thousands of title agents 

who depend on us.

John also would tell you that people 

come fi rst at Old Republic Title. In every 

real estate transaction we handle, we 

understand that homes, businesses and 

properties are just the beginning. It’s our 

unwavering commitment to helping the 

people we serve – customers, agents, 

lenders, real estate professionals and 

neighbors in our communities – that 

makes ours a story worth telling...

that’s doing business the right way.
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facebook.com/realtormag @realtormag nar.realtor/magazinem.agetc.

Travel With Us
At industry events, our camera works as a direct link to you, enabling us to share news, 

tips, and trends with all the real estate pros who can’t be there in person. Find our video 

dispatch from the 2017 International Builders’ Show: realtorm.ag/ibs17

BLOGS    Speaking of Real Estate   •   Styled, Staged & Sold   •   Weekly Book Scan   •  YPN Lounge

Eye on D.C.
Check in with us every day online for the 

latest developments from Washington 

that could a� ect your business. On this 

recent story about the potential disman-

tling of the Dodd-Frank fi nancial reform 

act, readers shared their thoughts about 

the rollback. Catch up with the debate: 

realtorm.ag/Dodd-reform

facebook.com/realtormag @realtormagetc.

Michael Kikkert The small banks will love 

the news. The cost of compliance has 

been killing them. Quite often, the small 

banks help the community by making 

portfolio loans to home buyers who don’t 

always qualify for mortgages sold on the 

secondary market.

Mark Does anyone remember 2007 

and the reasons we have these protective 

regulations?

Time to Go Live?
We’ve been using Facebook Live for 

almost a year now. Maybe it’s time you 

gave it a shot? Our Broker to Broker 

section has a helpful checklist for getting 

started with this novel—and sometimes 

nerve-wracking—marketing technique: 

realtorm.ag/live-video
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Stay informed and join in the daily 

conversations  at realtorm.ag.

Bettysaenz Mark, I do remember 

the days when any breathing body 

with a pulse could get a loan. I agree, 

it was a fi asco! However, I do believe 

that Dodd-Frank is not perfect and 

could benefi t from a smart, well-

thought-out revision. 

DiverMike I’ll keep an open mind. 

Congress should decide exactly what 

the scope of the problem is that needs 

fi xing, and then design laws to do that, 

not start writing a law and just keep 

adding regulatory ingredients based on 

special interests. Identify the problems 

fi rst, then decide what solutions make 

the most sense. 

Tackle Taxes Like a Pro
Accountants see real estate agents 

committing some of the same mistakes 

every time they fi le. In partnership with 

QuickBooks Self-Employed, one tax pro 

assembles tips, easy fi xes, and trade 

secrets that will help you save time and 

money. realtorm.ag/QBSE-pro
m.ag

SPONSORED CONTENT

Pam Colesworthy  Interesting trends. We’re seeing this in Sun Valley, 

Idaho too—fi re and texture. Love it!
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Rest Assured.  

You can trust HomeTeam for a faster, more e�  cient home inspection. We’ve 
worked hard to establish our proven reputation with real estate professionals, 
homebuyers and home sellers alike, and we stand by our promise to provide 
a professional inspection every time. As experts, we’re in the business of 
protecting families as they make one of the most signi� cant decisions of their 
lives. Find out how our team approach has helped families � nd safe homes for 
over 20 years.

That’s the HomeTeam promise.

844.HOMETEAM  |  hometeam.com/nar 
Each o�  ce is independently owned and operated.
©2017 The HomeTeam Inspection Service, Inc. All rights reserved.   
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voices 
   from the president
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(including children under the age of 18 living with parents or legal custodians, pregnant women, and people securing custody of children under 18), and handicap or disability.
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Everyone needs an advocate. So do  

businesses, issues, and even ideas. The 

National Association of REALTORS® is 

your advocate. Our association is com-

mitted to protecting and promoting the 

interests and well-being of REALTORS®.

Generally speaking, NAR advocacy 

refers to the tremendous work of the 

REALTOR® Party. This nonpartisan and 

powerful alliance of REALTORS® and 

REALTOR® associations labors tirelessly 

to advance candidates and public policies 

that build strong, vibrant communities in 

which to do business. Given the political 

climate, it’s critical that REALTORS® 

come together and speak with one voice 

about the stability that a sound, dynamic 

real estate market brings to our cities, 

towns, and neighborhoods. NAR and the  

REALTOR® Party are prepared and ready 

to fight on your behalf to safeguard poli-

cies affecting housing, homeownership, 

and real estate investment.

Unquestionably, 2017 is a year of tran-

sition, and we remain focused on a range 

of legislative and regulatory issues from 

tax reform and housing finance reform to 

health care and flood insurance. NAR’s 

lobbyists and leaders stay on top of all 

these and more, and with your support, 

the REALTOR® Party will continue to take 

comprehensive action to champion our 

causes. Starting on page 8, this issue 

offers a preview of the key issues we’ll be 

talking about when our state and local 

delegations visit Capitol Hill and the NAR 

positions and tactics on policies that 

matter to you.

I also want to remind you that NAR is 

a multifaceted organization, and political 

advocacy is only one of the ways we’re 

working on your behalf. The associa-

tion provides a litany of resources and 

services, covering areas like technology, 

education, and research, to support your 

business success. I encourage even the 

most seasoned members to take the time 

to explore the many benefits of member-

ship and keep an eye out for new ones. 

One of the core goals NAR’s 

Leadership Team set for 2017 is to help 

members better help themselves. Your 

long-term financial future is a critical 

concern. Many REALTORS® make a 

decent living but lack the savings to retire 

when they’d like to. In fact, at least  

25 percent of Americans over age 62 

lack any retirement assets, according to 

a 2016 Urban Institute report, and this 

trend is not likely to change within the 

next 50 years. 

NAR wants to see all of our members 

become and remain financially solvent 

and independent. On page 16, you’ll 

find thoughtful recommendations for 

long-term saving and investing tailored to 

practitioners at various career stages. For 

many of us, the key to financial security 

is regularly investing in—what else?—real 

estate. We’re continuing to explore ways 

to help you get the support you need for a 

secure future for you and your family. 

Help Us Help You

William E. Brown is  
2017 NAR president.

-----Original Message-----

From: Stacey Moncrieff

Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 3:23 PM

To: Erin Campo

Cc: Isabella Mathews; Bob Soron

Subject: RE: Kevin Sears

Oh! Thank you, Erin. I see what you're talking about in the masthead on page 5.

Issy and Bob, I've attached a screen grab for your reference. Is, can you make a 

correction to the digital magazine?  Bob, will you make sure this is correct in the 

next issue?

Stacey

-----Original Message-----

From: Erin Campo

Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 3:02 PM

To: Stacey Moncrieff

Subject: Kevin Sears

Hi Stacey,

In the online magazine, Kevin Sears is listed with a handful of designations.  

He should not have any. It might have been duplicated from last years' VP.

Thanks,

Erin
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There’s no shortage of passion in this in-

dustry. We often hear about the extreme 

satisfaction REALTORS® take in helping 

clients reach their dreams. The flip side of 

that is many don’t pause to envision their 

own life beyond their real estate career. 

Our guest editor, Marki Lemons-Ryhal, is 

an exception.

Lemons-Ryhal, 46, is hardly ready 

to wind things down. She’s an Ener-

gizer bunny radiating positivity about 

the business to her 5,000 Facebook 

friends—Facebook’s maximum—and to 

the 10,000 or so practitioners who attend 

her classes on topics from the REALTOR® 

Code of Ethics to how to use Facebook 

Live. The backpack she carries every-

where is loaded with a telescoping tripod, 

microphone, and minilights so she can 

“go live” when the moment strikes her, 

including during her visit to our office.

Still, from the beginning of her real 

estate career 17 years ago, Lemons-Ryhal 

had her end game in mind. “I knew I didn’t 

want to be running around in high heels 

selling houses when I was in my 50s,” she 

says, carefully noting she’s not judging 

those who enjoy that. Saving money for 

the future was always a priority. During 

the three years she had her own broker-

age, 10 percent of her profits went into 

long-term accounts. She was also savvy 

with her own real estate investing, flipping 

10 houses between 2003 and 2006 on 

the South Side of Chicago. After a series 

of personal setbacks in 2006 made her 

reevaluate her direction—her mother and 

grandfather died within two months of 

each other, she contracted pneumonia, 

and she found herself in a high-risk preg-

nancy with her second child—she got her 

mojo back. “I could have left the business. 

But I happened to see a line in the [NAR] 

Member Profile that year that changed 

my life. It said ‘Since 2003, more buyers 

have used the Internet as an information 

source than the newspaper.’ I knew then I 

needed to be online where the buyers and 

sellers were.” Lemons soon transformed 

triumphantly into MarkiLemons.com, 

and before long, she was at the top of the 

social media food chain.

Our story on retirement planning 

(page 16), which looks at the ways 

that savvy practitioners are creating a 

comfortable long-term financial strategy, 

resonated strongly for Lemons-Ryhal. 

“Unfortunately, many REALTORS® 

say they don’t see the need to plan for 

retirement because they think they’ll 

never be able to afford to retire,” she says 

with frustration. Obtaining a real estate li-

cense, she tells them, opens the door to a 

lot more opportunities than many realize. 

“You can focus on marketing, technology, 

teaching, or referrals,” she says. 

Her own retirement plan doesn’t actu-

ally entail not working either. In another 

decade or so, Lemons-Ryhal envisions 

relocating with her husband, Stephen, to 

Belize, Costa Rica, or some other Central 

American hot spot. She won’t just be 

spending time at the beach. She’ll be 

amping up her referral business, helping 

people fulfill their own international 

retirement dreams. 

Good plan. What’s yours?

By Wendy Cole
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More than 4,500 viewers caught the Facebook Live 
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Ryhal, right, had with Editor Wendy Cole about the 
value of live streaming for real estate pros.
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Heightened Sensitivities
Regarding the article “Uncivil Discourse” 

(January/February 2017, page 8), surely 

we are not to the point that a man putting 

his hand on a woman’s shoulder is sexual 

harassment! I weep for this next gen-

eration if that is true. I am a 67-year-old 

female broker-owner. I have been “ap-

proached,” but it instantly stopped when 

I gave a negative response. I acknowledge 

that sexual harassment is out there, but 

absolutely not the picture as shown in 

the article.

Dora Cox, Dora Cox Realty, Barnesville, Ga.

D A I L Y  N E W S

Eye on Boomer Housing
JA N . 1 1 ,  2 017 Home builders are becoming 

better educated about the growing seg-

ment of buyers over 55. The International 

Builders’ Show in Orlando in January 

was bursting with design, remodeling, 

and marketing ideas to meet the desires 

of this demographic. Hot topics high-

lighted in “5 Home Design Needs for Your 

Boomer Clients” included lighting, stairs, 

and low-maintenance features. 

Here in St. Louis County, they’re building 

continuing care facilities everywhere, 

but few ranches. Would love to see more 

“live-in-place” new builds in mind for the 

boomers.

Rose Meister, abr, sres, Berkshire Hathaway 

HomeServices Alliance, Chesterfi eld, Mo. 

A Squeeze on Landlords?
F E B . 9,  2 017 A new Portland, Ore., law 

requires landlords to pay “relocation 

assistance” if a rent hike of more than 10 

percent forces a tenant to move. Small 

landlords are pushing back. (“This Law 

Has Landlords Worried.”)

Taxes go up, insurance goes up, main-

tenance fees go up, and someone had a 

bright idea?

Peter Dolci Jr. , Coldwell Banker Residential 

Real Estate, Melbourne, Fla.

Send a letter to narpubs@realtors.org or join a 
conversation at one of the blogs. Note: Letters 
and blog posts are edited for space and clarity. 
Publication of a letter doesn’t constitute an en-
dorsement of the writer’s views by the National 
Association of  REALTORS® or  REALTOR® 
Magazine. Submission of a letter constitutes 
permission to publish it in any form or medium.

proached,” but it instantly stopped when 

I gave a negative response. I acknowledge 
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Generate Your
Own Leads
Attract sellers and buyers with 

beautiful landing pages that 

automatically respond with a home 

valuation, CMA, or listing alerts.

Try it FREE: RMAG.CloudAttract.com 855.97 7.8834

Integrates with: 
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REALTORS® take their bipartisan agenda to Washington in May.
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Tax reform. In the U.S. House, lawmakers are considering 

the outlines of a “blueprint” to overhaul the tax code. Although the 

blueprint leaves the mortgage interest deduction in place, many  

homeowners would lose the incentive to take it because the proposed 

measures would eliminate the deduction for property taxes and 

nearly double the standard deduction. Only the wealthiest house-

holds would itemize, so owning would essentially be no different than 

renting from a tax perspective. Lawmakers are also talking about 

doing away with or limiting 1031 tax-deferred like-kind exchanges—

which allow investors to defer paying capital gains taxes when they 

reinvest proceeds from a sale in a similar property. The provision has 

been a cornerstone of commercial real estate since  it was written 

into the tax code in 1921.

Housing finance reform. The debate will be over contin-

ued federal backing of conventional loans sold to investors. Without 

the government guarantee, 30-year fixed-rate mortgages will likely 

require larger down payments and have higher interest rates, and 

their availability may be in jeopardy.

Health insurance reform. Efforts to repeal and replace 

the Affordable Care Act are underway. Small businesses and inde-

pendent contractors have long faced challenges obtaining adequate 

coverage at affordable rates. Concerns abound about whether a 

replacement would ensure coverage for all at a reasonable cost. 

Flood insurance reauthorization. The National Flood In-

surance Program expires at the end of September. Without reautho-

rization, the availability of flood insurance could be disrupted, leaving 

thousands of transactions a day unable to close. 

Deregulation. In a potentially positive change, reserve and 

reporting requirements constraining construction and commercial 

lending by community banks under Dodd-Frank, the banking reform 

law enacted in 2010, could ease. Rules pertaining to the environ-

ment could ease as well. 

This year is shaping up 
as one of the most 

consequential for real 

estate in decades. 

Having open lines of 

communication with 

lawmakers and regulators 

will be critical, says National 

Association of REALTORS® 

CEO Dale Stinton. He 

and Chief Lobbyist Jerry 

Giovaniello have spent 

years cultivating good 

working relationships with 

members of Congress and 

the regulatory agencies. In 

May, they’ll join thousands 

of REALTORS® for NAR’s 

annual Capitol Hill visits, 

where they’ll talk directly 

with lawmakers and their 

aides about these key 

issues. Pages 10–11: NAR 

leaders explain why they’re 

standing strong for you.

By Robert Freedman
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REALTORS® take their bipartisan agenda to Washington in May.

On the front lines: Hundreds of NAR leaders met with Chief Lobbyist Jerry Giovaniello, seated left, and his staff in February 

to prepare for the REALTORS® Legislative Meetings, May 15–20, when thousands of REALTORS® will visit with their members of 

Congress on Capitol Hill. Among them, clockwise from left, were Committee Liaison for Public & Federal Issues Brenda Small, bpor, 

gri; Vice President of Government Affairs Kevin Sears; Committee Liaison for REALTOR®  Party Disbursement Carol Griffith, gri; 

President William E. Brown; and REALTOR® Party Director Charles Oppler, ahwd.  
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the stakes 

Tax reform
“We haven’t seen a complete 
picture of the numbers under 
the tax reform blueprint. 
Lawmakers are talking about 
this theoretically. In reality, 
taxes rarely go down. They say 
they want to broaden the base 
and lower the rates, but I can 
see tax rates going up again 
after they’ve been lowered and 
after we’ve already given up 
the property tax deduction and 
allowed the mortgage interest 
deduction to be weakened.” 

Kevin Sears  Sears Real Estate, Springfield, 
Mass., NAR vice president of government affairs

1031 like-kind 
exchanges
“The government thinks it’s 
losing $15 billion in write-offs 
every year from everyone 
trading up, but they’re not 
going to bring any of that tax 
revenue back if they eliminate 
like-kind exchanges. People 
will simply stop selling. You 
also hear the argument that 
it’s a tax break for the rich, but 
exchange accommodators 
say the majority of business is 
from mom-and-pop owners 
selling four-plexes, six-plexes, 
or 10-unit buildings. Getting 
rid of 1031 exchanges isn’t 
just a deferred-tax issue; it’s 
about job creation. People use 
the provision to expand their 
business and upgrade their 
holdings so they can hire more 
people.”

William E. Brown  Investment Real Estate, 
Oakland, Calif., NAR president

Association leaders and staff 

meet regularly with lawmakers 

to explore policy solutions. In 

February,  at a federal policy 

conference in Washington, D.C., 

REALTORS® shared their input on 

tax reform with U.S. Rep. Kevin 

Brady (R-Texas), chair of the 

House Ways & Means Com-

mittee, and Rep. Peter Roskam 

(R-Ill.), chair of the committee’s 

tax policy subcommittee, Also at 

the forum were staff aides from 

the House Financial Services and 

Senate Banking committees, 

whose members are working on 

proposals for reforming or re-

placing the secondary mortgage 

market companies Fannie Mae 

and Freddie Mac and for revamp-

ing the FHA. “We’re at a potential 

crossroads this year,” says NAR 

President William E. Brown. “Are 

we going to be a nation of owners 

or renters? Will commercial real 

estate stay within reach of small 

investors? We’ve made a great 

start in our effort to educate law-

makers, but it’s just a start. More 

than ever, REALTORS® need to 

step up and stay engaged.”
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the stakes 

1031 like-kind 
exchanges
“The government thinks it’s 
losing $15 billion in write-offs 
every year from everyone 
trading up, but they’re not 
going to bring any of that tax 
revenue back if they eliminate 
like-kind exchanges. People 
will simply stop selling. You 
also hear the argument that 
it’s a tax break for the rich, but 
exchange accommodators 
say the majority of business is 
from mom-and-pop owners 
selling four-plexes, six-plexes, 
or 10-unit buildings. Getting 
rid of 1031 exchanges isn’t 
just a deferred-tax issue; it’s 
about job creation. People use 
the provision to expand their 
business and upgrade their 
holdings so they can hire more 
people.”

William E. Brown  Investment Real Estate, 
Oakland, Calif., NAR president

Health insurance
“There have been many 
years I’ve gone without health 
insurance. It was pay as you go, 
and I know I’m not alone in this. 
We’re hanging on by the skin 
of our teeth, hoping we don’t 
get sick or have an accident. 
What insurance is available 
is expensive. Until you get 
your business off the ground, 
you can’t afford to pay the 
premiums. Meanwhile, we’re 
trying to attract millennials to 
our profession. Our average 
age is [in the] mid-50s. What 
incentive do young people 
have to be the next wave of 
entrepreneurs in our industry 
if they can’t count on having 
health insurance available 
to them at a cost they can 
afford?” 

Brenda Small  bpor, gri, Keller Williams  
Capital Properties, Washington, D.C.,  
NAR committee liaison, Public & Federal Issues

Flood insurance
“NAR supports reauthorization 
of the National Flood Insurance 
Program and reforms to 
encourage a more robust 
private coverage market. 
We have Chubb here in 
New Jersey, which tends to 
provide blanket policies for 
higher-end homes. We need 
to expand access to coverage 
and reauthorize the federal 
program so our buyers and 
homeowners can access 
insurance in all markets at all 
times.”

Charles Oppler  ahwd, Prominent Properties 
Sotheby’s International Realty, Franklin Lakes, 
N.J., REALTOR® Party director

Deregulation
“Community banks really 
do serve a purpose. They’re 
the lenders that do new 
construction for builders and 
buyers. They’re the ones that 
lend to the mom and pops 
that take equity out of their 
homes to open storefronts. But 
that’s all changed. Restrictions 
have become so tight, the 
relationships local lenders 
might have with people, 
knowing them and knowing 
they always pay their loans 
back, those are often no longer 
clients the bank can help 
because of new reserve and 
other requirements that were 
put in place.”

Carol Griffith  gri, Griffith Realty, Brighton, 
Mich., NAR committee liaison, REALTOR® Party 
Disbursement
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Rising Rates, Rising Sales 

Interest rates are rising, but there’s 

no need to panic. In the past, for each 

10- basis-point increase in mortgage 

rates, home sales declined by around 

35,000 on a national basis. Since the 

presidential election, mortgage interest 

rates have risen by 70 basis points, from 

an average of 3.5 percent to 4.2 percent. 

If rising interest rates are accompa-

nied by a strengthening labor market 

with higher wages, the economy will be 

fi ne. At least 2 million net new jobs are 

forecast for this year, and that is the rea-

son we anticipate home sales will squeak 

out a modest gain over 2016. If mortgage 

underwriting standards normalize even 

modestly from the excessively stringent 

conditions of the past few years, such 

as through reduced FHA insurance pre-

miums or lower guarantee fees on loans 

backed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 

then sales could be even better.

Some analysts might say higher inter-

est rates are not due to improved long-

term economic prospects but to a steep 

increase in future budget defi cits as tax 

revenue falls and spending increases. If 

that’s the case, the economic boost will 

be short-lived, harming home sales in the 

future.

Which will it be? The task for us is to 

see how federal policies a� ect the dyna-

mism in the economy. Fewer regulations 

will likely encourage entrepreneurs to 

introduce new products and services. 

However, if the government instead em-

phasizes protection of existing compa-

nies, then economic growth could su� er.

NAR’s survey of commercial mem-

bers fortunately indicates that openings 

of small businesses have surpassed 

closings in recent months. That is a good 

sign, and some of those small businesses 

could well become the next Apple, Face-

book, or Google. Let the economy work 

its magic. 

Lawrence Yun is 
NAR chief economist.

ECONOMY

MORE RENTERS 
CHANGE THEIR STATUS
The share of former renters who have taken 
the plunge into homeownership has slowly but 
steadily increased over the last two years. The 
ex-renters include fi rst-time buyers and so-
called boomerang buyers who have reentered 
the market. Rising rents have contributed to the 
increasing interest in home buying.

MARKET PULSE As home prices and interest rates rise, more buyers, especially 
fi rst-time purchasers, are under pressure. Home prices rose sharply in the last quarter of 2016, fueled 
by low inventories in many parts of the country, particularly in the entry-level home price range. 
Federal policies that restrict access to credit, including suspension of a planned reduction in FHA 
mortgage insurance premiums and high guarantee fees by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, will add to 
a� ordability woes. 

EXISTING-HOME SALES Seasonally adjusted annual rate, which is the actual rate of sales for the month,  

 multiplied by 12 and adjusted for seasonal sales di� erences.

INVENTORY   Number of existing homes on the market at the end of the month. 
PRICE National median.

1.65 Million

$232,200 

5.49  Million

SUPPLY & DEMAND  
All trend lines are from December 2015 to December 2016. 

Source: NAR Research
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leaving a di�erence of only seven 
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Jan. 2017
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42% Former Renters 
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55% Move-up Buyers
36% Former Renters 

August 2014 - January 2017

Who’s Buying:  Gap Closing Between 
Ex-renters and Move-up Buyers
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We’re Ready for Anything 
An uncertain political climate is no match for your resolve to  
help your clients achieve their dreams.

It doesn’t matter whether you identify as 

a Republican, Democrat, or neither. Now 

that we have a new president and a new 

Congress, we all are facing unknowns. 

We’ve gotten a taste of the changes 

being proposed in real estate, health 

care, employment, national security, and 

other areas. Uncertainty about the future 

makes people feel unsettled, and as real 

estate professionals, we know that con-

sumer anxiety can have a trickle-down 

effect and dampen real estate markets.

But a new, unpredictable political 

landscape is nothing we can’t handle. 

Even as I read about the government’s 

plans to loosen financial regulations that 

could ease lending standards—which 

may speed up financing but also could 

bring up issues from the last housing 

crisis—I’m not too worried. First, any 

changes that might occur in our industry 

likely won’t take effect quickly. Second, 

remember our fortitude in volatile times. 

When the Great Recession began in 2007, 

we had no warning of how bad it would 

become. Record high foreclosure levels, 

fewer mortgage options, and increased 

industry regulations through Dodd-Frank 

legislation hit us like a ton of bricks. The 

changes were fast and hard, but the 

skilled practitioners who were committed 

to fulfilling their clients’ needs figured out 

what to do. (Starting on page 22, read how 

three real estate pros persevered through 

the housing crisis.)

We have no reason to believe we’re 

heading toward that kind of down-

turn now, but many real estate pros 

are understandably still anxious. As a 

broker, I’m coming up on 30 years in this 

industry—10 of which I spent as a selling 

agent—and I understand the unease you 

might be feeling. What do you do with the 

stress? Exercising, staying informed, and 

connecting with colleagues by sharing 

stories, ideas, and laughter are some 

ways I’ve battled anxiety in my career. 

But what I’ve clung to most is having a 

positive attitude, and that’s what our 

clients need from us right now.

Positivity is an innate trait among the 

most successful agents I’ve known. No 

one can take the leap into the uncertainty 

of this business without a confident 

outlook. I think back to the years I was 

a single parent with three school-age 

children and felt terrified when I had no 

more sales in the hopper. I’d sold all my 

friends’ homes already and wasn’t sure 

where to turn next. I started calling past 

clients to see how they were, hoping 

some business might crop up. I con-

nected with people who were genuinely 

glad to hear from me, and they gave me 

referrals. It’s a scenario every real estate 

pro knows, and it’s important to remem-

ber it now. Our clients’ lives don’t stop for 

recessions or election years, bad times or 

good times. Divorces, births, job changes, 

and death are all events that lead to real 

estate needs.

I’ve been a leader in my Portland, Ore., 

market through much tumult: the 9/11 

terrorist attacks, the 2007 financial col-

lapse, the death of beloved agents, and 

office closures. I’m here to tell you that 

we all can persevere through hurdles like 

these. Yes, we’re creatures of habit, and 

disturbances to our routine can throw 

us for a loop and require time for us to 

regain composure. More often than not, 

we come out on the other side stronger, 

happier, and more valuable to our clients.

You have to be a resilient human being 

to work in an industry like real estate 

that demands flexibility. The skills you’ve 

developed through the process of selling 

real estate—patience, humor, calmness, 

and most of all a positive attitude—will 

serve you well. I, too, am anxious about 

what our future holds, but I have real 

estate in my bones. To me, that means 

working hard and being adaptable to 

whatever comes my way.

Joan Allen is co-owner 
of Windermere Stellar in 
 Portland, Ore.  
[jallen@windermere.com]

COMMENTARY

Disturbances to our routine can throw us for a 
loop and require time for us to regain composure. 
More often than not, we come out on the other side 
stronger, happier, and more valuable to our clients.
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top of mind

When Prospecting Is Unethical 
How to be sure your business solicitations don’t violate the Code

REALTORS® should be aware that interfer-

ing with an existing relationship between 

an agent and a client could constitute a 

violation of Article 16 of the REALTORS® 

Code of Ethics. But confusion can arise 

over specific prospecting activities and 

whether they cross the line. Real estate 

ethics expert Bruce Aydt untangles some 

of the thorny issues involving client rep-

resentation and business solicitation that 

can lead to problems. 

Q 
Would I be in violation of the 

Code if I sent a prospecting 

mailing for both buyers and 

sellers to a list based on specific demo-

graphics like income and ZIP code? I am 

buying the mailing list from a commercial 

mailing list company.

A 
As long as you follow Article 16 

and Article 10 of the Code, you 

won’t be. First, your prospect-

ing piece must never be discriminatory 

or express a preference or limitation 

based on the protected classes in the 

Code. Standard of Practice 10-3 says 

“ REALTORS® shall not print, display or 

circulate any statement or advertisement 

with respect to selling or renting of a 

property that indicates any preference, 

limitations or discrimination based on 

race, color, religion, sex, handicap, famil-

ial status, national origin, sexual orienta-

tion, or gender identity.” 

Though Article 16 is sometimes re-

ferred to as the “nonsolicitation” article, 

this description can be misleading. Article 

16 does not prohibit all solicitations or 

even solicitations of other REALTORS®’ 

clients under some circumstances. The 

Article provides “REALTORS® shall not 

engage in any practice or take any action 

inconsistent with exclusive representa-

tion or exclusive brokerage relationship 

agreements that other REALTORS® 

have with clients.” Article 16 applies only 

to relationships with clients where the 

REALTOR® has an exclusive representa-

tion or exclusive brokerage relationship. If 

there is no exclusive relationship, Article 

16 doesn’t apply. 

Even when there are exclusive 

relationships between REALTORS® and 

clients, there are some circumstances 

in which prospecting, including con-

tacts with those clients, is not an Article 

16 violation. Standard of Practice 16-2 

makes clear that “Article 16 does not pre-

clude  REALTORS® from making general 

announcements to prospects describing 

their services and the terms of their 

availability even though some recipients 

may have entered into agency agree-

ments or other exclusive relationships 

with another REALTOR®.” Prospecting 

is not in violation so long as the mailing 

pieces are a general announcement of 

the  REALTOR®’s services and terms of 

availability even if some of the people re-

ceiving the mailing are clients of another 

REALTOR®.

So, what constitutes a “general an-

nouncement?” Standard of Practice 16-2 

says it’s “general” if it is “addressed to all 

prospects in a given geographical area 

or in a given profession, business, club, 

or organization, or other classification or 

group …” It also doesn’t matter what dis-

tribution method is used, whether mail, 

electronic, telephone canvass, or other 

advertising (like a billboard).  When pre-

paring a mailing for a given geographical 

area, like a neighborhood or subdivision, 

there is no requirement for sending it to 

every property in the neighborhood or 

subdivision to be considered a “general” 

announcement. So, a nondiscriminatory 

demographic list from a commercial mail-

ing company based on nondiscriminatory 

characteristics like household income 

would be a general classification. There 

would be no violation of Article 16 for this 

kind of mailing.

Unethical solicitations are addressed 

in Standard of Practice 16-2. One type 

is telephone and personal solicitations 

of owners when the REALTOR® has 

identified the owner through the MLS or 

a sign. The other is when a mailing is not 

a general announcement but one where 

the owners have been identified through 

the MLS or a sign. Both of these unethical 

solicitations are based on the REALTOR® 

“targeting” listed properties.

In short, prospecting is not a violation 

of the Code if it’s a general distribution 

and it’s not directed at specific prospects 

you know are exclusively represented.

Have a dilemma? Send your ethics 

questions to ethics@realtors.org.

ETHICSBruce Aydt, abr, crb, 
is senior vice president 
and general counsel of 
Berkshire Hathaway 
HomeServices Alliance 
Real Estate in St. Louis. 
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Your NAR
Introducing Your Free 
Leadership Starter Kit  
Interested in becoming a volunteer leader at your local or state REALTOR® association 

but not sure what the role entails? A new, streamlined free orientation course provides 

a comprehensive overview to give you the confidence you need to pursue a leadership 

role. This certificate online class, Leadership 100: On the Path to Leadership, avail-

able at the Center for REALTOR® Development website, explains how associations are 

structured, the responsibilities of volunteer leaders, some of the important decisions 

you’ll face, and the tough issues affecting associations nationwide. This hour-and-a-

half online course—the first of three classes comprising the REALTOR® Leadership 

Program—will give you the knowledge and confidence you need to be a successful 

volunteer leader and take your career to the next level. Learn more at nar.realtor/rlp.

Find Membership 
Resources at Your 
Fingertips
Have you checked out your new per-

sonalized dashboard at the redesigned 

NAR Member Center, membercenter.

nar. realtor? This redesign reflects your 

engagement with the national association 

and features information from your state 

and local associations, including events. 

The dashboard also displays the NAR 

designations and certifications you’ve 

earned and the committees and other 

groups you belong to. There’s even an op-

tion to customize your membership card.

Smart Growth Info on the Go
On Common Ground is now available as a mobile app. 

The National Association of REALTORS®’ free semi- 

annual magazine presents a wide range of perspectives 

on smart growth issues, with the goal of encouraging 

dialogue among REALTORS® elected officials, and 

other interested citizens. Search for “NAR On Common 

Ground” in your Android or Apple app store. 

A Verification Tool to Keep You Safer 
REALTORS® have access to a new identity 

authentication service that can keep 

you safer on the job. Trust Stamp uses 

patented software to analyze hundreds of 

public records and social data to quickly 

provide reliable identification verification 

for real estate pros when they meet new 

clients or other unknown individuals. 

The tool has the backing of the National 

Association of REALTORS®, through an 

investment by its venture capital fund, 

Second Century Ventures. “Investing in a 

fast, convenient, and affordable tool like 

Trust Stamp to establish the identity and 

trustworthiness of a stranger will help 

REALTORS® stay safe and protect clients 

and their home or property,” says NAR 

president William E. Brown.

Through a program built for NAR 

members that requires a NRDS number 

to log in, Trust Stamp provides a real 

estate–specific webpage and mobile app. 

REALTORS® enter an individual’s email 

address or cell phone number in the tool, 

which then invites the person to make 

a Trust Stamp profile online. It takes 

only a few minutes for clients to create 

a basic profile including a photo of their 

driver’s license, a selfie, and links to their 

Facebook profile or other social media 

accounts. When the process is com-

pleted, REALTORS® receive notice with 

an individual’s verified name, photo, and 

“trustworthiness score.”

REALTORS® can create their own 

Trust Stamp profiles for free and receive 

discounted subscriber pricing to view 

Trust Stamps from prospective clients 

thanks to NAR’s investment in the com-

pany. Visit Trust Stamp’s real estate– 

focused page at truststamp.net/re.  
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When you sell a home or income property, the hope and expecta-

tion is that you’re putting the buyers on a path to greater personal 

wealth. Over time, their mortgage payments will become equity 

and their equity an asset that can later be turned into a move-up 

purchase, a college tuition payment, or retirement income. And 

with a rental, once the property is paid o� , there’s a steady cash 

fl ow.

But what about that ultimate plan-ahead task, your own retire-

ment? Without an  employer-based 401(k) or pension set up for 

you, your long-term fi nancial wellness is fully on your shoulders—

and it can be a daunting responsibility.

Financial planner Tad Cook, who specializes in serving real 

estate clients atv@Financial in Chicago, says a quick rule of 

thumb is to set aside 25 to 35 percent of your gross income for 

taxes; save 10 percent for retirement; and then base your working 

budget on the remaining 55 to 65 percent.

But this is a key point to remember: Retirement plans are not 

a one-size-fi ts-all proposition. “It really all depends on the volume 

of business you have and how aggressively you want to pursue 

a program,” Cook says. “We have to look at the whole fi nancial 

picture—and age comes into it.”

Here are stories of three individuals at di� erent ages and 

stages of their careers. What you learn about their situations and 

solutions may help you come up with your own set of strategies.
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What’s Your 
Retirement Plan?

You help set others on a sound course for the future; 
be sure you’re preparing for your own. 

By Beth Franken
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estate clients atv@Financial in Chicago, says a quick rule of 

thumb is to set aside 25 to 35 percent of your gross income for 

taxes; save 10 percent for retirement; and then base your working 

budget on the remaining 55 to 65 percent.

But this is a key point to remember: Retirement plans are not 

a one-size-fi ts-all proposition. “It really all depends on the volume 

of business you have and how aggressively you want to pursue 

a program,” Cook says. “We have to look at the whole fi nancial 

picture—and age comes into it.”

Here are stories of three individuals at di� erent ages and 

stages of their careers. What you learn about their situations and 

solutions may help you come up with your own set of strategies.

Once you have your expenses under control, start investing in real estate, says long-time real estate 

investor Wayne Reuter (page 24). Learn how to get started through NAR’s course at rebac.net/investing.  

Choose Wisely:  A Menu of Savings Options
If you entered real estate from a previous career that included 

retirement benefi ts, it’s crucial to roll over your preexisting 

employer-managed 401(k) into a Solo 401(k), says Tad Cook 

at @Financial. “We don’t ever want you to take money out of a 

retirement account” before you reach retirement age, he says. 

“It’s not just the 10 percent penalty, or the tax liability you incur—

it’s the loss of the compound interest.” If you take $10,000 out 

of a retirement fund at age 36, you’ve lost what would’ve been 

$73,000 at age 70.

You may already know about traditional and Roth IRAs, 

which are for both employees and the self-employed but which 

have lower contribution caps. Here are some other plans you 

may be less familiar with that are specifi cally designed for the 

self-employed:

SOLO 401(k)–Traditional, sometimes known as Self-

Employed 401(k); Individual 401(k); Solo(k); Single(k); Uni(k); 

or One-participant(k):

The Solo 401(k) is similar to an employer-managed 401(k) 

but is for independent contractors without employees. The 

advantage of this plan is that you wear two hats—employer and 

employee—enabling you to make contributions in both catego-

ries. This generously increases the amount you can contribute 

annually—up to $18,000 as employee ($24,000 for those over 

50) and an additional 25 percent of compensation as employer, 

to a maximum of $53,000. Because the contributions are 

tax- deductible, you create tax savings and may even drop into a 

lower tax bracket. Your money grows tax-deferred, so it’s taxed 

when you withdraw it. You can add a spouse, but if you hire 

employees, you can no longer use this plan and must convert to 

a regular 401(k). One of the great advantages of a Solo 401(k) is 

that you are allowed to borrow from your savings and then pay 

yourself back with interest. When opening a plan, shop around 

and pay attention to the fees.

ROTH SOLO 401(k): For the Roth version, you put in after-tax 

dollars and your contribution is not tax-deductible. However, your 

money grows tax-free, meaning it is not taxed upon withdrawal. 

Like the traditional Solo 401(k)s, you can borrow from yourself 

but must pay yourself back.

SEP IRA: SEP is an acronym for Simplifi ed Employee Pension, 

which is for a small-business owner, independent contractor, 

or anyone with freelance income. An advantage of a SEP IRA 

over a traditional IRA is the higher contribution percentage; you 

can contribute as much as 25 percent of your net income (up 

to $53,000 in 2016). Your contribution can di� er from year to 

year, depending on how profi table your year was. Importantly, 

your contribution is tax-deductible. Your funds are taxed later, 

at withdrawal. You can open a SEP IRA at any bank or brokerage 

fi rm, and the fees are very low (as low as $10). Drawback: You 

cannot borrow from your SEP IRA.

SIMPLE IRA (Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees): 

A good choice for brokers with employees. You must match your 

employees’ contributions, up to 3 percent of pay, and this is re-

gardless of your cash fl ow. Contributions are capped at $12,500 

(or $15,500 if you are over 50), and there is a sti�  penalty 

(25 percent) for early withdrawal. There are no borrowing pro-

visions, but the account is easy and inexpensive to set up.

To determine 
what kind of 

account is the 
best fi t for you, 

answer these 
questions. 
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Are you self-employed?

Do you have employees?

Will you contribute before or after taxes?

Will you want to borrow from your fund?
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How to face down infl ation
Alison Parker, 36, a newly licensed practitioner with Keller Wil-

liams in Glen Ellyn, Ill., recently had her fi rst closing. This mother 

of two toddlers loves real estate and is excited about how she 

can blend her budding career with the rigors of child rearing. 

Her husband, who works in IT, has a pension and 401(k) through 

his company. She does not. Parker knows she should save for 

retirement, but at the moment, she’s concentrating more on 

building her business and setting up college money for the kids.

The plan for the kids, in fact, is pretty well developed: Alison’s 

young family recently moved from Chicago to the suburbs, but 

instead of selling their condo when they bought their single- 

family home, they decided to refi nance the condo on a 15-year 

note and turn it into a rental. It will be paid o�  when the kids are 

ready for college. The plan is to sell it at that time to generate 

funds for the children’s college. At least that’s the thinking so far.

Cook strongly endorses the Parker family’s decision to hold 

onto their fi rst property, but instead of tapping 

it for college funding, that second property 

makes more sense as a retirement vehicle. “In-

come is so much the key to retirement,” says 

Cook, “and infl ation is an issue.” Because the 

cost of living is always rising, you can expect 

living expenses to increase during your retire-

ment. If all your assets are in a fund, you would 

need to take more money out to meet rising 

costs. “But with a rental,” Cook says, “you can 

raise the rent every year and fi ght infl ation.” 

Cook says real estate agents who have invest-

ments in two or three homes have the easiest 

retirement planning, so there’s no time like the 

present to get something in place. And even 

while many practitioners are advising clients 

about investment opportunities in real estate, 

a majority haven’t heeded that wisdom them-

selves. Only about 30 percent of  REALTORS® 

currently own investment property, according 

to the latest Member Profi le by the National 

Association of REALTORS®. 

If you’re looking to set aside money for 

college, Cook says investments in a 529 

college savings plan are recommended since 

they grow tax-free at an average of 6 percent, 

which may be more favorable than real estate 

values, which tend to increase at an average 

rate of 3 percent a year. Of course, as a caveat, he adds that 

performance of any asset can vary. Another cautionary note 

from Cook: Don’t pay for your kids’ education out of your retire-

ment fund. “That doesn’t work well for anyone,” he says. Think 

about it: Most kids would rather pay o�  their student loans than 

support you in your old age. And, if for some reason you do have 

to take funds out of a 401(k), Cook advises that you replace it as 

soon as possible.

How to sock it away
Dave Mattes, 52, has been a real estate agent for most of the 

last 20 years, aside from a fi ve-year excursion into mortgage 

lending before returning to his passion. Now a sales associate at 

RE/MAX of Reading in Wyomissing, Pa., he and his wife Melanie, 

who is also an agent, are aggressively putting money into two 

Roth IRAs and a SEP IRA (see sidebar). “I’ve been slow to the 

party, like most people, unfortunately,” Mattes confesses. “It is 

Alison Parker 

wrestles with 

competing 

investment goals: 

saving for her kids’ 

college costs and 

building equity for 

retirement. 
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truly ‘do as I say, not as I’ve done.’ You need to be socking money 

away starting at age 25 and never, ever, ever stop.”

The Matteses may have been late starters, but they made 

other investments along the way, now owning eight properties, 

most of them in the Reading, Pa., area. “It’s perfect for self- 

employed agents to acquire properties with 10 percent down,” 

he says. Mattes bought his properties with conventional 30-year 

mortgages, then gradually converted to 15- or 20-year notes. 

The properties will be paid o�  as the couple moves into their 

60s. “I’ll have an asset that I could cash in, or I’ll have rental 

income that should provide a decent quality of life.”

Mattes acknowledges that the advice to put money away for 

retirement was always out there, at the fringes of his aware-

ness. “You know the whole time you need to do it,” he says. His 

brokerage even encouraged people to make retirement planning 

a priority by providing contacts and programs for agents and 

sta� . “Our o�  ce is very proactive about making tools available 

to us. They bring people in from outside—accounting fi rms, 

fi nancial advisers. They make it easy for us to put a percentage 

of our income into various accounts.”

Mattes himself now relies on his accountant and fi nancial 

planner to guide him with his savings program. “They were 

referred to me by someone I tru st,” he says.

If you choose to work with a fi nancial planner, be sure you 

understand how that planner gets paid—fee or commission. 

A new “fi duciary rule,” due to take e� ect in April, requires invest-

ment advisers to disclose whether they have a commission-based 

payment structure that could favor their own fi nancial gain over 

their clients’ interests. In February, the Trump administration 

issued a ruling that’s expected to delay implementation of that 

rule. But that shouldn’t stop you from inquiring about how your 

investment adviser is paid. 

“First and foremost, ask about fees, which can involve com-

mission, startup costs, ratios, percentages, or other manage-

ment expenses,” Cook says. Independent fi nancial planners are 

paid directly by clients, so their interests are not aligned with 

any particular investment product or brand. That doesn’t mean 

stockbrokers paid on commission are necessarily steering you 

to higher-commission products that don’t suit you; that would 

be bad for their business in the long run. But it’s something to be 

aware of when you make investment choices.  

The most important point, Cook says, is the earlier you start 

saving, the more you earn over the long term. In fact, when you 

start saving matters more than how much you save, because 

of the power of compound interest. Mattes says he must now 

put away three times as much each month as he would have if 

he had started years ago. “So I’m taking the complete opposite 

approach with my son, who’s 26,” he says. Mattes is strongly 

encouraging his son to start putting money away in a retirement 

fund—and he is matching those contributions for him. 

Dave Mattes 

is making up for lost 

time by ramping up 

his savings level in 

his 50s. 
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How to be a serial investor
Wayne Reuter, 62, and his wife, Teresa, 58, retired in 2016 

and 2014 respectively, after lengthy careers. Wayne originally 

worked for the Union Oil Company of California. Then 20 years 

ago he joined Teresa’s real estate business, RE/MAX Excels in 

Geneva, Ill.

For decades, Wayne carefully tracked the family’s income 

and expenses. He could give you a detailed account of what 

he made and spent in any given year, going back to the 1990s. 

“In ninth grade, a Ouija board said I was going to live to 86,” he 

quips, “so that’s what I’m planning for.” The fi rst home the cou-

ple bought was in Boca Raton, Fla., in 1978. They paid $37,500. 

When they moved, they turned it into a rental, fi nally selling the 

home for $185,000 in 2016. In the interval, the home generated 

more than $300,000 in rental income for them.

Over the years the Reuters bought and sold about 30 other 

properties in Illinois, usually owning about fi ve at a time. They 

bought them, rented them, managed them, paid them o� , then 

sold them. “If you’re in real estate,” Wayne says, “you know what 

a good deal is.” His advice: “Get one investment property and 

see if you like being a landlord.” Some people fi nd it a headache, 

but not the Reuters. “Managing a property and being a landlord 

is similar to managing people,” he says. They communicated 

carefully with their tenants, striving for fl exibility and honesty. 

“And  you can delegate tasks (for a fee).”

But real estate was not the Reuters’ only investment. They 

always saved. “You can start with saving 1 percent of each com-

mission in year one and increase that amount in each subse-

quent year, but get in the habit of saving and every year putting 

money into your retirement accounts.”

 Not everyone has this kind of discipline. According to Cook, 

age 50 seems to be the magic number that kicks people into 

gear. “If real estate professionals have not done a lot of savings 

in their 20s, 30s, or 40s,” he says, “then in their 50s, that’s 

when they wake up to fact they need to be saving aggressively 

for retirement. At this point, the Solo 401(k) is often the vehicle 

that we use.” That’s because the higher contribution limits can 

help you do your best to make up for lost time. Or you can split 

your contributions between types of accounts, deductible and 

nondeductible. Find a certifi ed public accountant or fi nancial 

planner you trust who can advise you. 

The best retirement advice is to practice smart money man-

agement—the rules you’ve always heard about. Says Reuter, 

“Spend less than you make, pay o�  your credit card balance 

each month, try to keep three to six months of cash on hand for 

emergencies and the months you don’t make enough, plan your 

taxes ahead, and make your quarterly payments. Plus, put away 

10 percent every year.”

And own real estate. “Once you get your short-term ex-

penses under control, you should have a property. There’s 

nothing like having someone else to pay the mortgage.” 

Wayne and Teresa Reuter 

are reaping the benefi ts of 

their long-term real estate 

investing strategy. 
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What Makes 
Them Stronger

Real estate professionals describe how the housing 
crisis made them better at their jobs today. 

By Graham Wood

Real estate is cyclical. So when business seems to be peaking, it’s time to begin pre-

paring for the next trough. A slowdown should never be a cause for panic, preventing 

you from strategizing a forward-looking path.

Three practitioners who weathered the worst of the housing collapse in 2008 share 

insights about how fortitude and business savvy got them through the toughest times. 

They all reached a crossroads in their careers as the crisis unfolded, and while giving 

up might have been the easier choice, their persistence and flexibility enabled them to 

find a route back to success. Get inspired by their stories. S
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Adding Value at Low Points
Linda Stevenson chose perhaps the worst time to open a real 

estate brokerage. An agent in Nashville, Tenn., since 1997, she 

started Kijiji Realty (meaning “small village” in Swahili—an 

appreciative nod to the community of people behind every 

successful real estate transaction) in June 2008 as home prices 

nationwide were spiraling downward. Her sales business was 

in the middle of a months-long dry spell with no closings when 

she launched her company out of her home. It took her another 

three months to land her first sale as a broker.

Why didn’t Stevenson, who worked alone until taking on two 

agents last year, wait for a steadier market to take on such a big 

commitment? “I had been wanting to [open my own brokerage] 

for a while, and I didn’t want to talk myself out of it if I waited 

longer,” she says. “And I told myself that if my company could 

survive the hard times, then I knew I’d be here to stay.”

She would need to be brave as her resolve was put to the 

test. In 2010, Stevenson and her husband lost their own home 

to foreclosure and were forced to rent from one of her clients 

whose property wouldn’t sell. By then, her sales volume, which 

was typically $1 million annually before the downturn, dropped 

to less than half that. She was making little money, and her 

saving grace was not having to pay for a physical office space. “I 

told my husband that if this doesn’t start to get better, I’m going 

to have to hang up my license,” Stevenson recalls. “Looking 

back on it, I honestly don’t even see how I made it.”

But a valuable lesson she learned during those dark, early 

days as a broker helped her refocus on a way forward. The 

worse the economic environment got, Stevenson says, the more 

she noticed buyers and sellers gravitating toward larger, more 

recognizable real estate brands. For her fledgling brokerage to 

survive, she realized she’d need to show consumers that she 

provided something her competitors didn’t. “What do I offer 

that Crye-Leike or Century 21 doesn’t?” Stevenson says. “I offer 

individual service. When you call my number, you’ll get me, not 

someone’s assistant. I will have all the information about your 

listing, not someone else. And I will tailor my service to your 

exact needs.”

That became her mission statement, and she followed it up 

with action every chance she got. In 2012, she went as far as 

to conduct the entire home search process by herself for one 

relocating buyer who was moving to Nashville from New Jersey 

and couldn’t spend enough time in town looking for a condo. 

The buyer expected to fly in and find a home in 24 hours. “I said, 

‘That’s not going to happen,’ ” Stevenson says. “So she gave me 

an escrow check and asked me to find a condo for her.” Steven-

son went on home tours for two weeks, taking detailed photos 

of every property to send to the buyer. They closed on a condo a 

couple of months later.

Offering individualized service brought Stevenson closer 

to the stresses her clients endured through crises of their own 

and helped her soften her communication style. One seller who 

decided to put her home on the market after her son’s death 

nearly backed out of the sale under intense emotional pressure. 

Stevenson offered to ease her through the process by helping 

her move. “I came over and helped her pack and found her a 

moving company,” Stevenson says. “We looked through family 

photos and heirlooms, and I listened to her stories. It helped me 

learn how to deal with people a little better.”

The lengths she would go to for her clients started creating 

buzz about Stevenson’s brokerage. And once the referrals 

started pouring in, she realized she had discovered her value. 

Last year, Stevenson and her two agents, whom she spent much 

of her time training, completed five and a half transaction sides. 

But as her agents become more equipped to serve clients, she 

has goals to grow her brokerage’s production. “I thought I was 

going to fail at one point just because of the market,” Stevenson 

says. “But people do business with people they like, so I see now 

that it was my ability to nurture relationships that kept me alive.”

What Makes 
Them Stronger

Real estate professionals describe how the housing 
crisis made them better at their jobs today. 

By Graham Wood
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The Guts to Tell It Like It Was
After closing 48 transaction sides in 2005 during his first year 

as a real estate agent, Joshua Smith suddenly faced a crisis of 

confidence. By 2006, homes in the Phoenix area—one of the 

first cities to be dragged down in the prelude to the nationwide 

housing meltdown—were already stalling on the market. Soon 

after, nearly every seller Smith worked with was forced to either 

abandon the sale or lose tens—or hundreds—of thousands of 

dollars in a short sale because they were upside down on their 

mortgages. 

Smith, a sales associate with My Home Group Real Estate in 

Surprise, Ariz., a Phoenix suburb, worried that he wasn’t doing 

enough to save his clients from heartache and financial ruin. He 

was feverishly studying the market and trying to offer his best 

advice to buyers and sellers given the deteriorating market condi-

tions. But sellers in particular were stubborn and refused to listen. 

“I had clients who had $80,000 in equity and were just chasing 

the ball down the hill, and they were underwater by the time they 

accepted an offer,” Smith says. “I would tell them early on to take 

the best offer, even if it was less than what they wanted, but they 

wouldn’t do it. And then their situation just got worse.”

As he learned more about distressed sales as more of his 

clients were forced into a short sale or foreclosure, Smith decided 

he needed to become more direct and transparent when educat-

ing sellers about the obstacles they faced in a down market. He 

increased regular updates with sellers from monthly to weekly. To 

this day, he contacts his sellers every Tuesday to give them infor-

mation on their listings, covering the number of showings for the 

previous week versus activity at comparable homes, an update 

on market prices, and his written opinion on what he thinks his 

clients should do next. “I’m big on education, way more than I was 

[at the start of my career],” Smith says. “I’ve learned to get crystal 

clear on what my clients’ goals are.”

He’s also learned to be more blunt when assessing clients’ 

needs. Smith says he used to worry about offending sellers 

with his advice, particularly if their opinions on list price weren’t 

aligned. But he sees now how much time and anguish he could 

save his clients by being up front when they want to set a list 

price that seems too high. His strategy is still important today, as 

home prices in pockets of Phoenix’s suburbs remain 30 percent 

below their prerecession peak, according to data from the West 

Maricopa Association of REALTORS®. 

Smith recently had an elderly client who wanted to move 

closer to her family but demanded $20,000 more for her home 

than buyers were willing to offer. “I literally said to her, ‘Is losing 

the memories you could be making with your grandkids worth 

this extra $20,000 or not?’ ” he recalls. In the end, Smith’s client 

accepted a lower offer.

Smith has become more proactive in helping clients avoid 

worst-case scenarios with their transactions. “I’ve become more 

aggressive and relentless in my communication and follow-up be-

cause I had so many sellers that, if they [had] priced their house 

correctly, they would have put a lot of equity in their pocket,” he 

says. “So I always tell them up front: ‘You’re the boss, and I work 

for you. It’s your home, so you set the price, but it’s my job to look 

out for your best interest. You may not agree with what I tell you, 

but I’m still going to tell you, whether you want to hear it or not.’ 

My job is to give them enough facts and statistics that hopefully 

they understand what they’re getting into.”

Joshua Smith realized 

that he needed to 

adopt a more direct 

communication style 

with his clients.
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Staying Connected to Her Roots
Erika Villegas watched more than half of her colleagues quit 

the real estate office she worked at during the downturn. Out of 

the eight agents at Associates Real Estate in Chicago a decade 

ago, she’s one of just three who remain in the business. Having 

started as a part-time agent in 2005, Villegas, who aspired to be 

a teacher, considered following her colleagues’ exit. But instead, 

as the housing crisis deepened in 2008, she switched broker-

ages and became a full-time agent.

“People were saying, ‘Are you crazy?’ ” recalls Villegas, sfr, 

now one of 48 agents with ERA Mi Casa Real Estate. “I never 

forgot that I got into this business to help people, doing the hard 

work that others aren’t willing to do. Real estate fulfilled the 

same desire to serve that I had when I thought I was going to 

become a teacher.”

In foreclosure-plagued Chicago, Villegas knew she’d have 

to work longer hours and make twice as many phone calls and 

emails to get business and help clients. Sometimes her extra 

work didn’t pay off. She remembers helping a buyer who had 

lost her job three days before going to the closing table. Her 

lender performed a final job verification at closing—and the 

buyer’s loan was denied. “The buyer and seller were both devas-

tated,” Villegas says.

Though that situation was beyond her control, Villegas 

developed a network of professionals who could help her and 

her clients through unexpected problems during a transaction. 

She discovered that a slow real estate market was the perfect 

time to find people such as local lenders, home stagers, and real 

estate attorneys who were less busy and more available to work 

with her. “I was always open to building new relationships with 

people my brokerage hadn’t been connected to before,” Villegas 

says. “I created a network of people who had access to things I 

didn’t know about.”

Villegas also found that a positive attitude could make all the 

difference to a client struggling through fear. Even in booming 

markets, buyers and sellers get apprehensive about the real 

estate process, and Villegas says staying positive reassures her 

clients and boosts her confidence. “I’m not a Debbie Downer—

never have been one,” she says. “Any challenge I’ve faced has 

helped build strength and given me that extra push to make it 

work for myself and my clients.”

Keeping priorities straight during rough times is an import-

ant aspect of resilience, she adds. From worries about whether 

a client will qualify for a mortgage to whether a property will 

appraise, real estate professionals need to exemplify calm and 

steadiness to balance their clients’ emotions. “You can’t forget 

that you are the expert,” Villegas says. “We do this every day, 

and yes, every client and transaction is different, but they all 

have similar fears. We have to be that rock for them.”

That philosophy recently helped her manage the emotions 

of a nervous young couple who were buying their first home and 

needed a great deal of feedback and reassurance. Villegas had 

to show her clients the home they eventually bought three times 

before they would make an offer, and she had two additional 

buyer’s consultations with them. “They say, ‘I’m sorry, Erika, we 

have more questions.’ And I always say, ‘Do not apologize for 

anything. I want to make sure you are 100 percent positive with 

your decision.’

“When they close on a deal, I want them to know that I had 

their best interests at heart and that I was there educating and 

guiding them the entire way.”

When many of her colleagues 

left the business, Erika Villegas 

hunkered down and is thriving.
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LESSONS 
FOR EVERY 
BUYERʼS REP
REBAC’s revamped ABR® 
designation course stresses 
what it takes to become a 
successful buyer’s agent. 
By Melissa Dittmann Tracey

Real estate buyer’s representatives today are expected to 

wear many hats: They’re master negotiators, data-savvy 

communicators, and top-notch leaders who can guide clients 

through complex transactions without delay. Recognizing 

the need for profi ciency in juggling multiple roles, the Real 

Estate Buyer’s Agent Council revamped its fl agship Accredited 

Buyer’s Representative (ABR®) designation course last year.

The revised two-day course refl ects the greater acceptance 

of buyer representation in recent years and focuses on teach-

ing agents how to better manage their business and relation-

ships with buyers. It is designed to appeal both to an up-and-

coming generation of ABR®s and veterans who seek to reboot 

their business. Here are the four key topic areas: 

Redefi ning your buyer agency duties
Communicate the value you o� er clients by showing them 

the benefi ts, says instructor and content creator Evan Fuchs. 

For example, you can demonstrate that loyalty to clients is a 

fundamental duty: “As your buyer’s agent, I have a fi duciary 

responsibility to put your interests above everyone else’s, even 

my own.” For your fi duciary duty of obedience to your client, 

say: “You’re the boss. You’re going to make a big investment 

and it’s going to be a huge undertaking with lots of paperwork, 

dates with commitments, and so on. I’ll be there for you every 

step of the way.” 

Leveraging more data
Use statistics to educate buyers about the realities of the 

market. For example, create reports using MLS data to show 

market conditions by property type and price point that dem-

onstrate whether it’s a buyer’s or seller’s market. Such

 information is critical in preparing for negotiations, says 

content creator Lynn Madison, also an instructor for REBAC’s 

ABR® course. Buyers could lose the house they want if it’s a 

seller’s market and they submit a lowball o� er. If it’s a buyer’s 

market, they could save money. “We have a responsibility 

to prepare buyers for what they’re going to be doing,” says 

Madison.

Toning up negotiating skills
An essential trait buyers look for in their agents is e� ective 

negotiation skills, according to National Association of 

REALTORS®’ buyer surveys. The ABR® course demonstrates 

how negotiations should factor into these four pillars of every 

transaction: the market, the property, the buyer’s fi nancial 

situation, and the seller’s. “Our job is to come up with a nego-

tiating strategy together and give buyers the information they 

need to make a decision at the best price and terms for them,” 

says Fuchs. That means fi rst brushing up on the nuances of 

negotiations yourself. Madison says agents may be surprised 

to learn that when you submit an o� er, the listing agent is not 

necessarily required to keep it confi dential. Buyer’s reps must 

submit a confi dentiality agreement to shield the terms and 

amount from parties beyond the seller. “You need to learn how 

to position your buyer in case there are multiple o� ers,” says 

Madison. 

Eliminating delays to closing
The contract-to-close period is another central theme in the 

revamped course. To avoid settlement delays and cancella-

tions, buyer’s agents need to be on top of a range of issues 

a� ecting sales including inspections, appraisals, and the latest 

lending guidelines (known as the TILA-RESPA Integrated 

Disclosure Rule), which ushered in new mortgage disclosure 

forms and deadlines. In many failed contracts, Madison 

says it’s often due to fi ve or more deadlines that were never 

met. Missing a critical deadline could void an entire contract. 

Buyer’s reps need to remind clients of important deadlines, 

such as the date a mortgage application must be completed 

and the date earnest money must be deposited. Clients must 

avoid common slip-ups like charging big-ticket items to their 

credit card after their initial loan approval, which could also 

cause delays, Madison says. “We can’t just sell a house and 

then say we’re done,” Madison says. “We still have to make it to 

the closing table.”

Learn more about the new course at REBAC.net.
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how to . . .  

The Winding Path to Net Zero
As environmentally friendly features become a mainstay of commercial 
property, learn what it takes to excel at selling and leasing green space. 

Mel Harris will talk to anyone about being 

green. And, even deep in the heart of 

Texas, people are listening. “We’re start-

ing to see more mindset changes,” says 

Harris, CEO and founder of Elements 

Realty Group LLC in Fort Worth, Texas. 

He notes shifts in the way his clients and 

partners perceive energy bills, the cars 

they drive, and their personal wellness. 

“People are thinking differently today.” 

In spreading the green gospel, Harris, 

green, gri, has specific strategies for 

specific groups. With builders, it’s all 

about the bottom line. For investors, he 

details when they’re likely to see a return 

on their money (green buildings may offer 

profits more quickly than conventional 

properties, he says, thanks to higher 

rents and lower utility costs). Business 

owners looking for space want reliable 

stats about how much daylight and fresh 

air a building will provide them, their 

customers, and their employees. And 

with brokers and others in the real estate 

community, he loves sharing his personal 

experiences, from the green upgrades 

in his own home to the special financing 

options some of his own clients have used 

to purchase environmentally friendly 

properties. 

Although green building and  

energy-efficiency issues are likely to 

be on the back burner for the Trump 

administration, momentum remains 

strong for state, local, and grassroots 

initiatives. “Cities are very aggressive on 

their climate action plans,” says Cathy 

Higgins, research director for the New 

Buildings Institute, a Portland, Ore.–

based nonprofit focused on high energy 

performance for commercial buildings. 

She adds that more than 20 percent of 

the buildings in NBI’s latest study are 

private-sector projects, something she 

predicts will grow as a share over time. 

“They’re not being driven by policies. 

They’re being driven by self-interest.”

Knowledge and ability in marketing 

green buildings is moving from a niche 

skill to a necessity among commercial 

real estate pros as more and more states 

incentivize or even mandate green con-

struction and tenants continue to seek 

energy-saving building updates. In the 

meantime, new marketing practices are 

sure to emerge as green building industry 

standard-bearers, like the U.S. Green 

Building Council, use evolving technolo-

gies to reimagine their data offerings and 

improve engagement and accountability 

in green certification.

Becoming familiar with state guide-

lines pertaining to green buildings in your 

market—and what’s on the horizon—is 

essential to developing professional 

credibility. While New York, Washington, 

Massachusetts, and others are develop-

ing environmental requirements for com-

mercial space, California unsurprisingly 

leads the pack, Higgins notes. California’s 

stated goal is that all new construction 

will be net zero—meaning buildings pro-

duce as much energy as they consume, 

or more—in less than two decades. And 

California real estate pros take heed: Half 

the state’s existing commercial building 

stock will be expected to meet the net-

zero requirement by 2030 (with a 2020 

goal for residential). “It’s going to be law 

in California. [Real estate pros] don’t want 

to be chasing the train; they want to be on 

the train,” Higgins says. And it’s not just 

regulatory pressure for green buildings 

that will grow in the coming years but 

demand in the marketplace. “With this 

next generation of ‘thought workers,’ 

there’s an expectation of a green, clean 

environment.” 

As a result, Higgins says demand 

for green commercial space is already 

expanding beyond California, Class A 

properties, and big cities. Soon this 

demand will affect smaller markets, more 

modest developments, and building 

Classes B and C. These considerations 

can help inform your marketing approach 

when working with prospective investors, 

tenants, and the community. 

To LEED or Not to LEED
A common way to promote a property 

as green is to highlight third-party 

verification of its environmental friend-

liness. With some 89,000 projects and 

14 billion square feet of LEED-certified 

space around the world, the U.S. Green 

Building Council’s flagship Leadership 

in Energy and Environmental Design 
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Knowledge and ability in marketing 

green buildings is moving from a niche 

skill to a necessity among commercial 

real estate pros as more and more states 

incentivize or even mandate green con-

struction and tenants continue to seek 

energy-saving building updates. In the 

meantime, new marketing practices are 

sure to emerge as green building industry 

standard-bearers, like the U.S. Green 

Building Council, use evolving technolo-

gies to reimagine their data offerings and 

improve engagement and accountability 

in green certification.

Becoming familiar with state guide-

lines pertaining to green buildings in your 

market—and what’s on the horizon—is 

essential to developing professional 

credibility. While New York, Washington, 

Massachusetts, and others are develop-

ing environmental requirements for com-

mercial space, California unsurprisingly 

leads the pack, Higgins notes. California’s 

stated goal is that all new construction 

will be net zero—meaning buildings pro-

duce as much energy as they consume, 

or more—in less than two decades. And 

California real estate pros take heed: Half 

the state’s existing commercial building 

stock will be expected to meet the net-

zero requirement by 2030 (with a 2020 

goal for residential). “It’s going to be law 

in California. [Real estate pros] don’t want 

to be chasing the train; they want to be on 

the train,” Higgins says. And it’s not just 

regulatory pressure for green buildings 

that will grow in the coming years but 

demand in the marketplace. “With this 

next generation of ‘thought workers,’ 

there’s an expectation of a green, clean 

environment.” 

As a result, Higgins says demand 

for green commercial space is already 

expanding beyond California, Class A 

properties, and big cities. Soon this 

demand will affect smaller markets, more 

modest developments, and building 

Classes B and C. These considerations 

can help inform your marketing approach 

when working with prospective investors, 

tenants, and the community. 

To LEED or Not to LEED
A common way to promote a property 

as green is to highlight third-party 

verification of its environmental friend-

liness. With some 89,000 projects and 

14 billion square feet of LEED-certified 

space around the world, the U.S. Green 

Building Council’s flagship Leadership 

in Energy and Environmental Design 

is among the best-recognized green 

building programs. LEED is available to 

structures from single-family homes to 

the largest commercial complexes and 

can be pursued at any stage of property 

development or usage. USGBC looks at a 

wide range of factors—building materials, 

energy and water usage, indoor environ-

mental quality, and sustainability—to 

award properties the points that will de-

termine the overall LEED rating: Certified, 

Silver, Gold, or Platinum. (NAR’s head-

quarters in Chicago is LEED Gold, and its 

Washington, D.C., building just achieved 

LEED Platinum after operating as LEED 

Silver for 12 years.)

While LEED is the standard with 

the most name recognition, some 70 

programs worldwide offer green build-

ing certifications. Mahesh Ramanujam, 

CEO of USGBC, has worked with outside 

organizations and countries to help 

develop other third-party verification sys-

tems. LEED heads up the pack, he says, 

because it’s a holistic rating system from 

which most of the other standards derive. 

“Everybody copies from LEED,” he says. 

But LEED isn’t just an award. Alexia 

Crowley, ccim, a senior associate at 

Colliers International in Las Vegas, says 

it can function as a guide for how to 

best tackle a big project. She cites the 

example of 302 E. Carson in downtown 

Las Vegas. When it was purchased in 

2006, the 1960s-era building was filled 

with asbestos and nearly vacant, and 

the new owners were tempted to level it. 

Instead, they used the goal of achieving 

LEED Gold as a road map, highlighting the 

key renovations that needed to be made. 

That commitment and the subsequent 

follow-through was what attracted such 

high-level tenants as HUD and Zappos. 

“That’s a great example of what LEED 

certification can do,” says Crowley.

LEED’s future preeminence, however, 

is far from a sure thing. Other certifica-

tion options are already enticing building 

owners. Canada’s Green Globes program 

is gaining traction in the United States be-

cause it’s been shown in several  studies to 

have similar criteria to LEED but costs less 

and has less stringent requirements. Offi-

cials from the International WELL Building 

Institute have worked closely with the 

USGBC and others to create a standard 

that is focused more on altruistic capital-

ism and social responsibility, two values 

that are particularly important to that 

next generation of thought workers. Both 

the percentage and the total square foot-

age of LEED- certified space were down 

slightly for the first time in CBRE’s third 

annual National Green Building Adoption 

Index, which charts the growth of Energy 

Star– and LEED- certified space for the 30 

largest U.S. office markets. Observers say 

the negligible changes are not a signal of 

waning interest in eco-friendly buildings 

but rather an indicator that owners may 

be either seeking alternative certification 

processes or letting their LEED certifica-

tions expire. 

Higgins says she’s seen reduced 

interest in LEED in her research at NBI, 

but she attributes that to growing confi-

dence among builders and developers’ 
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“With this next 
generation of  

‘thought workers,’ 
there’s an expectation 

of a green, clean 
environment.  

[Real estate pros] want 
to be on that train.” 
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knowledge of the underlying tenets of 

LEED certification. If they can incorporate 

energy savings and green features such 

as natural lighting, the actual certification 

process may be seen as secondary. Har-

ris adds that certification doesn’t neces-

sarily signal a long-term commitment to 

green values from builders and property 

owners: “Are they stepping up and having 

to perform at today’s level, when they 

made LEED Silver five years ago?”

So how should a real estate pro 

navigate these concerns? Ramanujam 

says a newly launched USGBC platform, 

known as ARC, will address accountabil-

ity concerns in a simple, user-friendly 

way. The system allows property owners 

and managers to submit performance 

data for their buildings to the USGBC 

every year to easily become recertified or 

even change the building’s status based 

on new data. “LEED has sometimes 

restricted people in the past,” he says. 

“With ARC, all buildings can be green.” 

ARC, which debuted last Decem-

ber, also offers marketing tools. Real 

estate professionals can compare the 

performance of their listings with other 

high-performing properties in the area, or 

with other buildings of the same property 

type across the country. “We give you 

the opportunity to benchmark yourself 

locally, regionally, and globally,” Ramanu-

jam says. 

The Power of Knowledge
The most straightforward way to market 

a green building is by promoting lower 

 energy costs. Smart thermostats and 

data from utility companies make it 

 easier to track usage data. Like home-

owners, commercial tenants regularly 

consider these costs, as many are 

involved in  triple-net leases or other 

agreements with owners that require 

them to contribute to utility costs. 

Highlighting the advantages of using 

sustainable materials is also a smart idea. 

Harris reminds investor clients that many 

green materials are likely to be more 

resilient and cost-effective than conven-

tional ones. “If I have a client who uses 

cheap topping to resurface a parking 

lot, the lot has to be redone every three 

to four years,” he says. Having done his 

research. Harris can share his knowledge 

of a sustainable product that has already 

proven itself to last 10 years, saving the 

client several thousand dollars. 

Harris views such due diligence as 

part of his value proposition as an adviser. 

Commercial clients should be thinking 

about their needs at least five years 

ahead, and real estate pros can help them 

work through critical questions. What 

are their expansion needs likely to be? 

Will they be able to raise rents enough to 

cover tax and facility cost increases? Will 

the building still be up to environmental 

code? “That asset is a living asset. You 

build the mindset of resilience around 

that,” he says. 

Real estate pros who market existing 

structures should also research a build-

ing’s remodeling history so they can high-

light resilient materials and processes 

that have been added. Higgins says any 

time a building owner needs to replace 

outdated systems, the best choice is 

“not to catch up on it in a big renovation, 

but doing it incrementally.” Brokers who 

understand how upgrades have brought 

listings closer to the health and environ-

mental standards that govern new con-

struction can use this in their marketing 

to differentiate existing buildings as more 

competitive. 

Those looking to attract tenants to 

green office buildings might want to 

take some cues from coworking spaces 

by offering large, open atriums, flexible 

conference rooms, and inviting commu-

nal eating quarters. Crowley uses such 

considerations in her marketing of green 

buildings. “I always talk about location 

and the amenities,” she says, whether 

that’s how the building is oriented to take 

advantage of natural light or the bike 

parking out front.

REALTOR® organizations at the local, 

state, and national level are continuously 

working to balance private property 

rights and the free flow of business 

with their support for environmentally 

conscious policies. Whether real estate 

pros are lobbying a city council for green 

building incentives or marketing a green 

property to a skeptical buyer, Harris says 

success often depends on a single driving 

concept: simplicity. A major miscon-

ception about building green into a real 

estate marketing plan is that it requires 

a huge investment of time, money, and 

energy: “It doesn’t have to be complex. It 

doesn’t have to be overly expensive if you 

look at the opportunities that are there 

and you look at [building] resilience as a 

big-picture concept.”

Crowley agrees. Commercial real 

estate clients don’t necessarily have to in-

vest more money to go green, she notes, 

but they do need foresight: “It doesn’t 

cost more to do a green build-out or new 

building, but you have to plan ahead.”

By Meg White

“It doesn’t cost  
more to do a  

green build-out  
or new building,  
but you have to  

plan ahead.” 
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Keep Wildlife at Bay
When uninvited critters show up at a home, people tend to panic.  
These suggestions can help you win fans for life. 
Everything may seem perfect for your 

showing: lights on, carpets clean, 

counters decluttered. But how would 

you respond if everything changed in 

an instant? Linda Brown, an agent with 

Century 21 Paramount in League City, 

Texas, was showing her buyers a 1940s 

house when they heard a thundering 

noise come from the ceiling, followed by 

falling plaster, and the shocking sight of 

six raccoons tumbling through the gaping 

hole. “My clients dashed out without so 

much as a goodbye,” Brown says. 

Fortunately, Brown, who grew up on a 

farm, made a smart decision fast about 

what to do next. “I remained calm so the 

animals would. I simply opened the back 

door and the raccoons scurried out,” she 

says. When Brown called the seller, she 

learned the house was certified through 

the Texas Backyard Wildlife Habitats pro-

gram, which allows homeowners to plant 

edible greenery that’s a food source for 

wildlife. In this case, the raccoons went on 

to take up residence for winter through a 

vent in the attic. While the seller pro-

ceeded to seal the vent, those frightened 

buyers weren’t coming back. 

Homeowners who live in rural loca-

tions are accustomed to sharing their 

land with wildlife and contending with 

such challenges. But as more property 

development encroaches upon natural 

habitats, people are increasingly sharing 

their neighborhood with all manner of 

species from bats to bears. “Wildlife 

[was] already living in areas before we 

turned them into communities and will 

continue to live there once the commu-

nity is built,” says Cindy Mannes, vice 

president for the National Pest Manage-

ment Association. 

The risks increase during colder 

weather when animals tend to seek 

indoor shelter, making residential walls, 

ceilings, basements, and attics espe-

cially appealing, when they can find or 

chew their way toward an entry point. 

Kimberly Cantine, an associate broker 

with Coldwell Banker Village Green Realty 

in Woodstock, N.Y., has seen her fair 

share of animal intruders turning up at 

inconvenient moments. Once she and a 

buyer found a listing overrun with mice 

on a final walkthrough. “A tenant had 

lived there with a cat and all seemed fine 

until the tenant left,” she says. Cantine 

asked the sellers to have their pest com-

pany clean and remove all traces of the 

rodents. They did, and also agreed to pay 

for a year of regular pest-control mainte-

nance. Thanks to Cantine’s quick action, 

the closing took place on time. 

Besides inciting panic, dealing with 

these intruders can be costly when 

home owners have to hire wildlife removal 
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experts. In addition, remodeling costs to 

replace chewed electrical wires or holes 

in roofs, chimneys, and pipes can be 

substantial. 

Many buyers and sellers look to real 

estate experts for help when uninvited 

animals show up, whether it’s deer 

nibbling their hostas to death, alligators 

slithering onto patios for a dip in a nearby 

swimming pool, or squirrels using trees 

as trampolines to catapult themselves 

through an attic opening. Well before  

you get a call from a panicked client, have 

contact information in hand for reputable 

pros with expertise in specific kinds of 

wildlife intruders. Experts who specialize 

in handling raccoons may not be the right 

people for help with snakes, for example. 

For insects, rodents, and other 

common pests, you can find licensed 

experts by ZIP code on the National Pest 

Management Association’s consumer 

site, PestWorld.org. A company’s website 

should indicate what kinds of pests and 

nuisance wildlife it’s equipped to manage. 

For certain species, such as deer or bats, 

a county wildlife department may be a 

good place to start to find a specialist 

skilled in entrapment and release. 

Homeowners should check whether 

a company carries liability insurance 

and ask about the length of a pest-

free guarantee. Linda Brown says she 

prefers working with a humane society 

for animals like raccoons or squirrels, 

rather than many conventional pest 

services, to be sure animals are not 

harmed as they are caught. You can 

also refer homeowners to their local 

health department, which can provide 

information about laws regarding proper 

animal removal and any health issues. 

It’s wise for real estate pros to invest 

time to learn about the most common 

critters in their area and how to prevent 

problems from developing in the first 

place. A pre-inspection can help alert 

sellers to potential access points before 

buyers step through the door. But if the 

unexpected happens, the most important 

caveat is sometimes the hardest to 

remember: Remain calm. After all, 

nothing is scarier for uninvited creatures 

than running into you and your client.

Find more animal-specific tips online 

at realtorm.ag/wild. 

By Barbara Ballinger
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A First Time for Every Seller, Too
Like rookie home buyers, clients who are new to selling need  
extra hand-holding through the sales process. 
Even the most steely-eyed sellers can 

get emotional when it’s time to list their 

home. It’s where they raised their chil-

dren, gathered friends for annual holiday 

parties, or painstakingly executed their 

design vision over many years. If they’ve 

been in the home many years, they may 

not be aware of the latest rules and 

regulations governing transactions. And 

if they’ve never sold a home before, they 

are truly in uncharted territory. The finan-

cial and legal complexities, the emotional 

terrain, or the physical labor involved in 

preparing for a sale may feel daunting.  

Inexperienced sellers have never 

before contended with buyer demands. 

They may not initially accept your sug-

gestions that neutralizing their home or 

adding small upgrades can make their 

property more competitive in the market. 

Use data, and your familiarity with nearby 

comparable homes, to support your 

suggestions. 

Buyers today typically expect a home 

to be in move-in condition, says Andy 

Werner, abr, e-pro, associate broker at 

RE/MAX Realty Group in Gaithersburg, 

Md. Many first-time sellers don’t realize 

that relatively minor repairs can shift 

their home from fixer-upper to move-in 

ready. Those who choose not to upgrade 

may find themselves facing a significant 

price reductions, he says. “If you don’t fix 

up your house, the buyers will go around 

the corner and buy from someone who 

did—and they’ll pay more,” Werner says. 

The costs of modest repairs, such as re-

painting, installing carpet, and refinishing 

or replacing kitchen cabinetry, are often 

recouped at resale, he adds.

By illuminating such market funda-

mentals for your clients, you keep them 

on track to maximize the appeal and price 

of their home. 

Selling After Decades of Owning
Some common seller issues become 

more difficult simply because of how long 

a first-time seller has lived in a home. De-

cluttering can be hard for people who’ve 

been in their home five years. To older 

sellers who’ve lived in a home for their 

entire adult life, it may feel impossible.

It’s not just emotional resistance 

they’re experiencing. First-timers may 

simply not be aware of how clearing 

out personal items improves the odds 

of a sale. Alice Chin, psa, a broker with 

Keller Williams Infinity in Naperville, Ill., 

recommends that sellers who have never 

dramatically decluttered their homes be-

fore do it in stages, clearing one room at a 

time. Slowing down the pace can ease the 
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mental and emotional pressure involved 

in getting rid of personal items, she says, 

and once sellers see the results in one 

room, it can encourage them to con-

tinue working on the rest of the house. If 

your clients need more convincing, ask 

a professional home stager to weigh in, 

Chin says.

Patience Is a Virtue
All sellers benefi t from practicing pa-

tience while waiting for the right buyer, 

and this may be especially true for those 

who are listing a vacation home in a re-

sort area. They face di� erent market dy-

namics than if they were selling a primary 

residence, says McKee Macdonald, a 

broker with Coldwell Banker Carlson Real 

Estate in the ski resort town of Stowe, 

Vt. Many of his clients who’ve never sold 

a vacation property before are shocked 

to learn how long it can take to sell—an 

average of 250 days in his market. Some 

properties have been on the market for as 

long as fi ve years, he says.

When the reality in a niche market 

diverges from general expectations, 

be sure you clearly communicate that, 

Macdonald says. He explains to sellers 

that traditional marketing tactics such 

as open houses aren’t always e� ective 

because the number of skiers (i.e., 

prospective buyers) in town on weekends 

is unpredictable. Instead, he advises his 

clients to consider renting out their vaca-

tion property while they wait for a buyer. 

Selling a second home often isn’t 

urgent, and a seller’s motivation can 

change. “Some sellers say, ‘Throw it out 

there. If we get the price we want, great. If 

not, we’re still using it,’” Macdonald says.

Feels Like the First Time
Even seasoned sellers can feel like 

newbies when market conditions have 

changed dramatically since their last 

sale. A client who sold a property during 

a downturn may be unprepared for the 

stress of handling multiple o� ers in a 

tight inventory environment. Although 

it’s a nice problem to have, it can be 

overwhelming.

Ashleigh Fredrickson, sales associ-

ate at 8z Real Estate in Denver, says the 

biggest challenge, for all sellers in a tight 

market, is determining which o� ers will 

hold up. When inventory is low, buy-

ers can get swept up in the heat of the 

moment and bid 10 percent over list price 

only to realize later they won’t be able to 

qualify for fi nancing, she says.

When you’re helping inexperienced 

sellers in such a situation, it’s up to you to 

explain why the highest bid isn’t neces-

sarily the best. “I tell them, ‘You want to 

make sure you’re getting the most quali-

fi ed buyer so that you’re not back out on 

the market again,’” Fredrickson says.

She suggests using a spreadsheet 

to help sellers analyze competing bids, 

taking special note of any contingencies. 

Your clients need to understand that a 

higher o� er with more contingencies may 

not be in their best interest. 

“Maybe the timeline is paramount. 

If so, the sellers will be more likely to 

sacrifi ce a couple of thousand dollars to 

ensure the deal is done by a certain time,” 

Fredrickson says.

No Sugar Coating
Above all, directness and thorough 

education are what every fi rst-time seller 

needs, Macdonald adds. When a sale isn’t 

going the way the seller had imagined it 

would, “you need to look for strategies to 

o� set the negatives.” But always “give 

sellers the truth—and don’t sugarcoat it,” 

he says.

By Judith Crown
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She wanted something organized that 

had only the features she needed, but she 

also wanted a program that didn’t back-

fire. When she was starting out in the 

business, she’d send test emails from her 

Top Producer account to her boyfriend, 

and they frequently landed in his spam 

folder. “That didn’t stop until I started 

sending stuff through Gmail,” she says. 

She was already using several tools in 

the suite of free Google products, which 

includes an online calendar, documents 

and spreadsheets, data storage, and 

software for presentations. So when 

she left her sales team to become a solo 

practitioner, it made sense for her to use 

Google tools to cobble together a CRM 

for herself. 

Here’s how it works: When Maurer 

gets a new lead, she enters the infor-

mation into her Google contacts. For 

past clients, she adds the date that they 

closed a deal in her contact notes, and in 

her calendar, adds a reminder to congrat-

ulate them on the anniversary. Also, Goo-

gle has the ability to import some public 

data from Facebook. Using that feature, 

Maurer was able to automatically popu-

late her calendar with Facebook friends’ 

birthdays so that she can be reminded to 

send out birthday wishes as they occur. 

Maurer moves contacts to different 

groups that she’s created to reflect her 

relationship with them and their current 

location in the real estate process. For 

example, annually she creates a new 

group for people who have bought or sold 

a home with her that year. She uses the 

groups to send nurture emails that ad-

dress the specific needs of the contacts 

on each list.

After Maurer established her 

 Google-based CRM, Realty Executives 

began offering a proprietary CRM called 

Prime Agent. She uses the system to 

CRM Hacks That Work
Customer relationship management is a necessity, but many platforms 
fall short. These real estate pros are creating their own solutions. 
A good CRM is hard to find. Just ask 

Mark McPherson, who’s tried customer 

relationship platforms at three different 

brokerages over the past two years. His 

prior career in corporate communica-

tions exposed him to even more of these 

programs. But he never found the right 

fit. He’s tried Salesforce, Realty Pro, Con-

tactually, and Boomtown, among others. 

“A lot of them were so expensive or really 

geared toward teams,” says McPher-

son, a practitioner with Coldwell Banker 

United, REALTORS®, in Spring, Texas.

The plethora of options speaks to a 

major pain point in the CRM business. 

There are nearly as many relationship 

management strategies in this industry 

as there are real estate professionals. 

McPherson believes CRM companies 

could address the problem with prod-

ucts that offer various services—such 

as social media management, website 

analytics, and lead generation—in an à la 

carte fashion, so users would have to pay 

only for what they need. “Our business is 

based on being able to adapt and move 

fluidly,” he says. “Being able to pick and 

choose [features] and design your CRM 

in the way that’s most conducive to how 

you do business. That’s what’s needed 

out there.”

McPherson currently uses Market 

Leader, mostly because it’s supported by 

his brokerage and coordinates well with 

the office’s Outlook email services. He 

pays extra to get web analytics that aren’t 

included in the free version Coldwell 

Banker offers. But he needed to search 

further afield to find other business 

solutions he wanted. He uses Microsoft’s 

OneNote app, which is included in his 

Office 365 subscription, to supplement 

Market Leader with annotations of phone 

conversations and interactions with cli-

ents. His OneNote videos, checklists, and 

comments are automatically backed up 

in Microsoft’s cloud drive and accessible 

on the go, whether he’s showing a home 

to a buyer or back in the office, pasting 

notes about his client’s reactions to a 

listing into his Market Leader database. 

He uses the notes to build more robust, 

personalized profiles for his contacts. 

McPherson and other real estate 

pros say these kinds of CRM “hacks” are 

the only way they can get a high level 

of customization at a reasonable price. 

Saralyn Maurer, an agent with Realty 

Executives Integrity in southeastern 

Wisconsin, crafted her DIY solution from 

Google products after finding Top Pro-

ducer to be cluttered and not sufficiently 

 mobile-friendly for her. 
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She wanted something organized that 

had only the features she needed, but she 

also wanted a program that didn’t back-

fire. When she was starting out in the 

business, she’d send test emails from her 

Top Producer account to her boyfriend, 

and they frequently landed in his spam 

folder. “That didn’t stop until I started 

sending stuff through Gmail,” she says. 

She was already using several tools in 

the suite of free Google products, which 

includes an online calendar, documents 

and spreadsheets, data storage, and 

software for presentations. So when 

she left her sales team to become a solo 

practitioner, it made sense for her to use 

Google tools to cobble together a CRM 

for herself. 

Here’s how it works: When Maurer 

gets a new lead, she enters the infor-

mation into her Google contacts. For 

past clients, she adds the date that they 

closed a deal in her contact notes, and in 

her calendar, adds a reminder to congrat-

ulate them on the anniversary. Also, Goo-

gle has the ability to import some public 

data from Facebook. Using that feature, 

Maurer was able to automatically popu-

late her calendar with Facebook friends’ 

birthdays so that she can be reminded to 

send out birthday wishes as they occur. 

Maurer moves contacts to different 

groups that she’s created to reflect her 

relationship with them and their current 

location in the real estate process. For 

example, annually she creates a new 

group for people who have bought or sold 

a home with her that year. She uses the 

groups to send nurture emails that ad-

dress the specific needs of the contacts 

on each list.

After Maurer established her 

 Google-based CRM, Realty Executives 

began offering a proprietary CRM called 

Prime Agent. She uses the system to 

access marketing materials, stock pho-

tos, and templates to use in her business 

outreach, but she’s sticking with her DIY 

CRM. “I’m incredibly satisfied,” she says. 

While she’s okay with the free version of 

Google’s products for now, she realizes 

she might have to upgrade for more 

storage space eventually. She’s using 

around 75 percent of the standard 15 GB 

of storage provided for the cloud drive 

and email. If she upgrades, the cost for 

100 GB is only $2 per month. 

The low cost of a do-it-yourself CRM 

is certainly a driver, but for Maurer, main-

taining control over client data is price-

less. “I would be very concerned with 

these small CRMs. If this is something 

I’m paying for, and they just go under one 

day, what will happen to my contacts?” 

she asks. “I’m confident that Google will 

always be there. They’re too big not to 

be.” She also feels her data is safer in 

Google’s hands when she thinks about 

all the identity theft and phishing scams 

targeting real estate professionals. 

But managing a brokerage or a team 

can pose other CRM challenges. Jason 

Mitchell, a Scottsdale, Ariz.–based real 

estate pro who leads more than a dozen 

agents at the My Home Group brokerage, 

needed a technology platform through 

which to pass on referrals to his agents. 

He also wanted to provide a plug-and-play 

system that would automatically send 

texts and emails to customers as they 

moved through the transaction and help 

agents keep in touch with past clients. 

 That was the motivation behind 

Shabang CRM, which Mitchell launched 

last year. After buying a license to build 

upon a small-business sales software 

package called Infusionsoft, he spent 

three years writing copy for more than 

100 email templates, making client 

groups for drip campaigns, and cre-

ating referral alerts for vendors and 

other agents—in addition to his sizable 

$400,000 investment for the license and 

customization costs. Mitchell says the 

platform helped to nearly double his team 

sales to a $142 million volume in 2016 

over the prior year.

Now he’s taking his uber-hack to the 

open market, charging a one-time signup 

fee of $19 for agents and $35 for teams, 

along with a monthly fee of $2 per user. 

Mitchell hopes his software can succeed 

where many technology solutions fail: the 

initial setup and training. “A lot of agents 

don’t know what they have in a CRM. 

They don’t use it to the full advantage be-

cause it takes too much time and effort,” 

he says. Shabang offers short training 

videos and a dedicated support staff. 

So how can you break away from 

a CRM that’s not doing your contacts 

justice? Experience in web design or soft-

ware programming isn’t necessary, but 

patience surely is. Maurer says the best 

way to start is by writing up a marketing 

plan. Then look for a communications 

platform that provides the tools you need 

to carry out your plan. She guesses that 

more than half the agents she knows 

could do what she’s done, but drastically 

fewer actually will. “They don’t like to 

change,” she says. “But I always figured, 

‘I’m a real estate agent and I’m trying to 

save a buck. What can I do?’ ”

By Meg White

CRM Hacks That Work
Customer relationship management is a necessity, but many platforms 
fall short. These real estate pros are creating their own solutions. 

Market Leader with annotations of phone 

conversations and interactions with cli-

ents. His OneNote videos, checklists, and 

comments are automatically backed up 

in Microsoft’s cloud drive and accessible 

on the go, whether he’s showing a home 

to a buyer or back in the office, pasting 

notes about his client’s reactions to a 

listing into his Market Leader database. 

He uses the notes to build more robust, 

personalized profiles for his contacts. 

McPherson and other real estate 

pros say these kinds of CRM “hacks” are 

the only way they can get a high level 

of customization at a reasonable price. 

Saralyn Maurer, an agent with Realty 

Executives Integrity in southeastern 

Wisconsin, crafted her DIY solution from 

Google products after finding Top Pro-

ducer to be cluttered and not sufficiently 

 mobile-friendly for her. 
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Avoiding a Death Trap
As my buyer prepared to make an offer on a house, she 

consulted with her financial adviser about whether to take 

out a mortgage or pay cash. Pulling her credit score, her 

adviser discovered that, according to the credit bureau, 

she was dead. 

Apparently, the mortgage on her current home was 

still in both her and her late husband’s names. It turns out 

that when she went to the bank to have his name removed 

from the mortgage after his death, the bank accidentally 

recorded both of their deaths. When she contacted the 

bank to fix the problem, they gave her the runaround. She 

was told that she would need to contact the credit bureau 

to fix the problem herself.

My client decided to move forward with a cash offer, 

which was quickly accepted by the seller, and to deal 

with her status after closing. She took the whole matter 

in stride and even joked about it. I would say the unusual 

foul-up made us “die of laughter”. . . but that seems crass. 

—Stavrula Crafa, gri, Future Home Realty, Tampa, Fla.

in the trenches
A collection of stories from real estate professionals detailing crazy, funny, or poignant experiences that have happened on the job.  
Submit your stories for potential publication using the online form, and find additional tales, at realtorm.ag/trenches.
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False Alarm
Two weeks before a closing, the local fire depart-

ment came to my seller’s house to inspect the smoke 

detectors. They worked without a hitch, and my seller 

received a certificate of compliance. After that, I visited 

my client one more time before the closing to pick 

up some papers. As I walked through the front door, 

I heard a loud, piercing noise that sounded just like a 

smoke detector going off.

“Are you having a problem with any of your smoke 

detectors?” I asked the seller. I dreaded the answer 

because we had already completed the inspection, 

and I wasn’t sure what I would do if one of the alarms 

malfunctioned just before the buyer took possession of 

the house.

“Oh no,” my client said. “That’s Peter, my parrot. 

Ever since the firemen were here, he has been imitating 

the smoke detector alarm.” —Peggy Yalman, ahwd, 

Coldwell Banker, Concord, Mass.
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“. . .and then my mom told me she listed  
with another agent  .” 

Caption Challenge winner: Rusty Ellis,  

Keller Williams Realty–The Marketplace, Las Vegas 
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